C4ISR Branch Support
Mission Need: Maintenance of RDC Branch competency and knowledge; provide rapid response; and provide external liaison.

**Project Objectives:**
- Maintain RDC competency in understanding present and future CG Mission Performance Gaps relating to Command, Control, Computers, Communications, Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance.
- Maintain RDC competency in technologies that currently or potentially could be used to eliminate or reduce Mission Performance Gaps across multiple CG Offices/Missions.
- Support the development of proposals for the TST & TENCAP Programs.

**Sponsor:** CG-926

**Stakeholder(s):**

**Key Milestone / Deliverable Schedule:**
- Project Start................................................. 3 Dec 07 ✓
- Sponsor Performance Gap Meetings........ As Required
- Potential Project Field Visits...................... As Required
- New Project Execution Plans (PEP's).......... As Required
- New Project Proposals.............................. As Required
- **Technology Demos – Mobile Apps.......... May 13**
- Technology Conferences.......................... As Required
- Project End................................................. TBD

**Project #:** 9991

**Tier:** 3

**Expected Benefit:**
Add to general R&D knowledge base

**Notes:**

---

* Indicates RDC product
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Research & Development Center